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USERS WENT TO THE LIBRARY:

to source information
use computers & technology
to read books, newspapers  
  & periodicals

In the past  
libraries  

held all the  
information.



“The secret of change is to  

focus all of your energy,  

not on fighting the old,  

but on building the new”
Socrates
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WHAT instigateD THIS CHANGE?
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What do all these companies have in common?
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Digital Disruption
psychological  

appeal

social INSTANT  
GRATIFICATION

sustainable 
(Uberfication)

CONVENIENCE 
(Costs us less in Time 

not just money)



Innovation  
has less to do with

TECHNOLOGY
than it has to do with  

how you think about  

the opportunities to  

evolve or to create. 
BRIAN SOLIS



 
  How does this translate  to the school library?

(adapted from Orange Silicon Valley, 2014)

WE MUST REFOCUS OUR MODELS

Combine

ADAPT

SHARE

EVOLVE

reconsider how services & practices you  
offer can be re-combined to be more current 

to changes  
i.e. pedagogy, technology trends

best-practice, mistakes, learning  
through networks & resources

reconsider your market & users



Combine say yes!
convenience for catalogue users

user friendly integrative LMSclick of a button



Combine



ADAPT
need broader range of skills



ADAPT

Make users feel welcome



SHARE

NETWORK & Collaborate



EVOLVE

Welcoming & Friendly environment  

that is the ‘hub’ of the school



Act as an information compass or point you in the  
   right direction to find the digital and physical  
   resources you need.

Provide spaces for users to communicate, share  
   and collaborate with others.

Encourage curiosity.

Allows users to explore and create with new technologies.

Merge physical and digital worlds through our resources  
   and services.

providing services and skills to help  
you learn in an ever-changing world.

Did you know we are

more than just a library?



Thank you for listening
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